


A contemporary circus theatre.creation 2021

6 women on stage.

60 minutes duration 

For Blackbox Theatre: 10m wide x 8m deep, min 5m height, 2

hanging points (central and left) for aerial artistry,sound

system for live music. Techrider & promo material are

available. 

The creation NORA deals with different states of a long-lasting decision-making process
through which life changes consistently. 
Anna-Katharina Andrees has studied the process in detail and divided it into 7 stages.
Each of these stages has its own movement and dynamics.

THE STILLNESS - THE TIPPING POINT - THE JUMP - THE FALL - THE IMPACT - THE REALISATION -
THE REDISCOVERY 

The 7 women have explored these aspects and developed images, processes and conditions
that show us a moment of NORA-the woman we could all be. 
There are 5 circus artists and a musician on stage. 
The women work with dance, handstands, aerial artistry, balance and juggling, among other
things. Accompanied by a live soundtrack, they create individual moments and let
atmospheres and different states arise through themselves as a group.

The director and author of the play founded the 7
Women Company with women of strong character, whose
life stories and origins differ greatly from each
other, in order to make such a process tangible for
the audience on stage and to experience it herself
in the creation with them and their respective
artistic language. 

We all know the process of decision, the inner dialogues,
the fear of the jump, the courage of the nothing, the
pleasure of uncertainty, the rediscovery and the new joy of
life. And when we have made it and come to terms with it,
we finally know that we don't know and will never know. 
 

Concept & direction: Anna-Katharina Andrees

Cast: Annika Hemmerling/Yoka Rapp,Aïssatou Casas, Bronwen Pattison, 
Estrella Urban, Julia Fiebelkorn, Kathrin Wagner

Artistic advisers: Ana Jordão, Oskar Mauricio

Costumes: Bronwen Pattison

Stage design: Tomasz Bajsarowicz

supported by the Fonds Darstellende Künste #takeaction 

References: International Women* Theatre Festival Frankfurt / Pfefferberg TheaterBerlin 



NORA 

A woman in the middle of life. 

Everything is going well, everything is settled. She is doing

well. 

An impulse. A thought, a word, an encounter. 

She senses something. 

She fights it. She cannot resist. She falls headlong into a

new dimension. 

But she knows who she is. 

She falls. Briefly. 

A belief, an inner strength keeps her upright. 

A voice. 

Elegantly she balances and begins to play with risk.

She jumps, although she does not know if she will land and

where?

She lands. She is caught. She is not alone. 

The space transforms. She has to reorient herself. 

She regains her footing. 

But disoriented. She has become vulnerable. 

She looks. 

Into the depths. 

In the process she is attacked. 

It hurts. 

She sees dark sides. 

She remembers the voice. Trust. She doesn't fight it. She lets

it happen. 

She breaks down piece by piece and seeks her new order. 

She seeks structure and clarity. She likes it. She dances. 

She finds an inner voice. A dialogue partner. 

She begins to play. She finds pleasure in it. 

She realises that she will never be safe, that she will never

know, that she will always be searching and must welcome the

play. 

She feels at home again and the next impulse, thought or

encounter comes and it all starts again. 



 

TRAILER:

https://vimeo.com/587138382

 

CONTACT: 

 

Anna-Katharina Andrees

 

7frauen@gmail.com

 

mobil: +49 179 743 6964

 

www.anna-katharina-andrees.com
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